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Abstract

In this paper we study interest point descriptors for im-

age matching and 3D reconstruction. We examine the build-

ing blocks of descriptor algorithms and evaluate numerous

combinations of components. Various published descriptors

such as SIFT, GLOH, and Spin Images can be cast into our

framework. For each candidate algorithm we learn good

choices for parameters using a training set consisting of

patches from a multi-image 3D reconstruction where accu-

rate ground-truth matches are known. The best descriptors

were those with log polar histogramming regions and fea-

ture vectors constructed from rectified outputs of steerable

quadrature filters. At a 95% detection rate these gave one

third of the incorrect matches produced by SIFT.

1. Introduction

Interest point detectors and descriptors have become

popular for obtaining image to image correspondence for

3D reconstruction [17, 14], searching databases of pho-

tographs [10] and as a first stage in object or place recogni-

tion [8, 13]. In a typical scenario, an interest point detector

is used to select matchable points in an image and a descrip-

tor is used to characterize the region around each interest

point. The output of a descriptor algorithm is a short vector

of numbers which is invariant to common image transfor-

mations and can be compared with other descriptors in a

database to obtain matches according to some distance met-

ric. Many such matches can be used to bring images into

correspondence or as part of a scheme for location recogni-

tion [16].

Various descriptor algorithms have been described in the

literature [7, 1]. The SIFT algorithm is commonly used and

has become a standard of comparison [9]. Descriptors are

generally proposed ad hoc and there has been no systematic

exploration of the space of algorithms. Local filters have

been evaluated in the context of texture classification but not

as region descriptors [15]. Carneiro and Jepson [4] evalu-

ate their phase-based interest point descriptor against differ-

ential invariants by plotting ROC curves. Mikolajczyk and

Schmid [11] have systematically compared the performance

of ten recent descriptors and they advocate their GLOH de-

scriptor which was found to outperform other candidates.

Descriptors algorithms typically contain a number of pa-

rameters which have so far required hand tuning. These

parameters include smoothing factors, descriptor footprint

size, number of orientation bins, etc. In [9] Lowe plots

graphs in an attempt to manually optimize performance as

parameters are varied. Since this approach is time consum-

ing and unrealistic when a large number of parameters are

involved, we attempt to automate the tuning process.

In [4] artificial image transformations were used to ob-

tain ground truth matches. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [11]

used natural images which were nearly planar and used

camera motions which could be approximated as homo-

graphies. Ground truth homographies were then obtained

semi-automatically. One disadvantage of these evaluation

approaches is that 3D effects are avoided. We would like

to evaluate descriptor performance when there can be non-

planar motions around interest points and in particular with

illumination changes and distortions typical of 3D viewing.

We therefore use correspondences from reconstructed 3D

scenes.

2. Our Contribution

There are three main contributions in this paper:

1. We generate a ground truth data set for testing and op-

timizing descriptor performance for which we have ac-

curate match and non-match information. In particular,

this data set includes 3D appearance variation around

each interest point because it makes use of multiple im-

ages of a 3D scene where the camera matrices and 3D

point correspondences are accurately recovered. This

goes beyond planar-based evaluations.

2. Rather than testing ad hoc approaches, we break up the

descriptor extraction process into a number of modules

and put these together in different combinations. Cer-



tain of these combinations give rise to published de-

scriptors but many are untested. This allows us to ex-

amine each building block in detail and obtain a better

covering of the space of possible algorithms.

3. We use learning to optimize the choice of parameters

for each candidate descriptor algorithm. This contrasts

with current attempts to hand tune descriptor parame-

ters and helps to put each algorithm on the same foot-

ing so that we can obtain its best performance.

3. Obtaining 3D Ground Truth Data

The input to our descriptor algorithm is a square image

patch while the output is a vector of numbers. This vector is

intended to be descriptive of the image patch such that com-

paring descriptors should allow us to determine whether two

patches are views of the same 3D point.

3.1. Generating Matching Patch Pairs

In order to evaluate our algorithms we obtained known

matching and non-matching image patch pairs centered on

virtual interest points by using the following approach:

We obtained a mixed training set consisting of tourist

photographs of the Trevi Fountain and of Yosemite Val-

ley (920 images), and a test set consisting of images of

Notre Dame (500 images). We extracted interest points and

matched them between all of the images within a set using

the SIFT detector and descriptor [9]. We culled candidate

matches using a symmetry criterion and used RANSAC

[5] to estimate initial fundamental matrices between image

pairs. This stage was followed by bundle adjustment to re-

construct 3D points and to obtain accurate camera matrices

for each source image. A similar technique has been de-

scribed by [17].

Once we had recovered robust 3D points that were seen

from multiple cameras, these were projected back into the

images in which they were matched to produce accurate vir-

tual interest points. We then sampled 64× 64 pixels around

each virtual interest point to act as input patches for our de-

scriptor algorithms. To define a consistent scale and orien-

tation for each point we projected a virtual reference point,

slightly offset from the original 3D point, into each image.

The sampling scale was chosen to be 1 sample per pixel

in the coarsest view of that point i.e. as high frequency as

possible without oversampling in any image. The other im-

ages were sampled at the appropriate level of a scale-space

pyramid to prevent aliasing.

Note that the patches obtained in this way correspond

roughly to those used by the original SIFT descriptors that

were matched. However, the position of the interest points

is slightly altered by the bundle adjustment process, and

the scales and orientations are defined in a different man-

ner. Also, many of the correspondences identified may

Figure 1. Typical patches from our Trevi Fountain data set. Match-

ing tiles are ordered consecutively.

not have been matched using SIFT descriptors, but instead

arose from the transitive closure of these matches across

multiple source images.

For each 3D point we obtained numerous matching im-

age patches. Large occlusions were avoided by projecting

the 3D points only into images where the original SIFT de-

scriptors had provided a match. However, in general there

was some local occlusion present in the data set due to par-

allax and this was viewed as an advantage.

Our approach to obtaining ground truth matches can be

compared with that of Moreels and Perona [12] who used

3D constraints across triplets of calibrated images to vali-

date interest points as being views of the same 3D point.

From the multi-way matches in the Trevi Fountain and

Yosemite Valley data set, we randomly chose 10,000 match

pairs and 10,000 non-match pairs of 64 × 64 patches to act

as a training set. For testing, we used the Notre Dame re-

construction and randomly chose 50,000 match pairs and

50,000 non-match pairs. Examples from the training set are

shown in Figure 1. These data sets are now available on

line1.

3.2. Incorporating Jitter Statistics

Since our evaluation data sets were obtained by project-

ing 3D points into 2D images we expected that the normal-

ization for scale and orientation and the accuracy of spatial

correspondence of our patches would be much greater than

that obtained directly from raw interest point detections. We

therefore obtained statistics for the estimation of scale, ori-

entation and position for interest points detected using the

Harris-Laplace and SIFT DoG detectors [10, 9]. Our test

set consisted of images from the Oxford Graffiti data set 2

and we applied 100 random synthetic affine warps to each

with 1 unit of additive Gaussian noise. We detected inter-

est points and estimated their sub-pixel location, scale and

local orientation frame and we were able to histogram their

errors between reference and warped images.3

In carrying out these experiments, we found that the the

SIFT DoG detector produces better localization in scale and

1http://research.microsoft.com/ivm/PatchDataDownload
2http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/ vgg/research/affine/index.html
3Histogram plots are available in the supplementary information.
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Figure 2. Processing stages in our generic descriptor algorithm.

position than the Harris-Laplace detector. Lowe’s orienta-

tion histogramming technique, while seemingly more ro-

bust, gave only a marginally narrower error histogram than

using a single local gradient and had more outliers.

Although we could not easily estimate them, we think

that the jitter errors in our test set were much less than those

present in real detection statistics. We therefore introduced

random jitter by artificially warping the patches of our test

set during descriptor evaluation to match the statistics ob-

tained above. Introducing controlled amounts of jitter in

this way allows us to learn descriptors which are robust to

these effects.

4. Building a Descriptor Algorithm

Our generic descriptor algorithm consists of four pro-

cessing stages (Figure 2). The input to the descriptor is

a 64 × 64 image patch and the final output is vector of

D = kN numbers. We now describe each stage in turn,

together with their candidate algorithms. Each candidate

may be swapped in and out to produce a different overall

descriptor. In addition, some candidates have a free param-

eters that we learn in order to maximize the performance of

the descriptor as a whole.

4.1. Presmoothing

We smooth the image pixels using a Gaussian kernel of

standard deviation σs as a pre-processing stage.

4.2. Transformation (Tblock)

The transformation block maps the smoothed input patch

onto a grid with one length k vector with positive elements

per output sample. In this paper, the output grid was given

the same resolution as the input patch. Various forms of lin-

ear or non-linear transformations or classifiers are possible.

We experiment with the following:

[T1] We evaluate the gradient vector at each sample and

recover its magnitude m and orientation θ. We then quan-

tize the orientation to k directions and construct a vector

of length k such that m is linearly allocated to the two cir-

cularly adjacent vector elements i and i + 1 representing

θi < θ < θi+1 according to the proximity to these quanti-

zation centers. This process is equivalent to the orientation

binning used in SIFT and GLOH.

[T2] We evaluate the gradient vector at each sample and

rectify its x and y components to produce a vector of length

4: {|∇x| − ∇x; |∇x| + ∇x; |∇y| − ∇y; |∇y| + ∇y}. This

provides a natural sine-weighted quantization of orientation

into 4 directions. Alternatively we extend this to 8 direc-

tions by concatenating an additional length 4 vector using

∇45 which is the gradient vector rotated through 45◦.

[T3] We apply steerable filters at each sample location

using n orientations and compute the magnitude response

from quadrature pairs [6] to give a length k = n vector.

Alternatively we compute a length k = 4n vector from the

rectified quadrature pair responses directly in a similar way

to the gradient computation described above. We tried two

kinds of steerable filters: those based on a second deriva-

tives provide broader orientation tuning while fourth order

filters give narrow orientation tuning that can discriminate

multiple orientations at each location in the input patch.

These filters were implemented using the example coeffi-

cients given in [6].

[T4] We compute two isotropic Difference of Gaussians

(DoG) responses with different center scales at each loca-

tion by convolving the smoothed patch with three Gaussians

(one additional center and two surrounds). The two linear

DoG filter outputs are then used to generate a length 4 vec-

tor by rectifying their responses into positive and negative

parts as described above for gradient vectors. We set the ra-

tio between the center and surround space constants to 1.4.

The pre-smoothing stage sets the size of the first DoG cen-

ter and so we use one additional parameter to set the size of

the second DoG center.

[T5] We compute the 4 × 4 Haar wavelet transform

at overlapping locations and take the magnitude of each

wavelet coefficient (minus the DC component) to give a

length 15 vector at each sample position. Prior to computing

the Haar transform, we independently bias and gain normal-

ize each 4×4 patch to give a mean of zero and a standard de-

viation of one using I ′(x) = (I(x) − mean(I))/stdev(I).

[T6] We apply a fixed 4 × 4 classifier at overlapping

sample locations. We previously learned the classifier by

k-means clustering a large number of patches from natural

images using 16 means. We independently bias and gain

normalize each 4×4 patch for both classification and learn-

ing. During classification we pick the nearest mean to the

4×4 input patch and generate a length 16 vector having one

non-zero element with value equal to unity.

[T7] We bias and gain normalize the smoothed input

patch and then quantize the resulting signed gray value u
to k levels. We generate a length k output vector at each

sample point to represent the levels and linearly interpolate

the value u into two adjacent elements i and i+1 represent-

ing ui < u < ui+1 such that the two elements have values

(ui+1 −u)/δ and (u−ui)/δ respectively. We set the quan-

tization step size δ = ui+1 − ui = 5/k. This block was
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Figure 3. Examples of the different spatial summation blocks. For

S3 and S4, the positions of the samples and the sizes of the Gaus-

sian summation zones were appropriately parameterized.

inspired by Spin Images [7].

4.3. Spatial Pooling (Sblock)

Many descriptor algorithms incorporate some form of

histogramming. In our pooling stage we spatially accu-

mulate weighted vectors from the previous stage to give

N linearly summed vectors of length k and these are con-

catenated to form a descriptor of kN dimensions where

N ∈ {3, 9, 16, 17, 25}. We now describe the different

spatial arrangements of pooling and the different forms of

weighting:

[S1] We used a square grid of pooling centers (see Fig-

ure 3) and learned the overall size of this grid. The vectors

from the previous stage were summed together spatially by

bilinearly weighting them according to their distance from

the pooling centers as in the SIFT descriptor [9] so that the

width of the bilinear function is dictated by the output sam-

ple spacing. We use sub-pixel interpolation throughout as

this allows continuous control over the size of the descriptor

grid. Note that all these operations are performed indepen-

dently for each of the k vector elements.

[S2] We used the spatial histogramming scheme of the

GLOH descriptor introduced by Mikolajczyk and Schmid

[11]. This uses a polar arrangement of summing regions as

shown in Figure 3. We used three variants of this arrange-

ment with 3, 9 and 17 regions, depending on the number

of angular segments in the outer two rings (zero, 4, or 8).

The radii of the centers of the middle and outer regions and

the outer edge of the outer region were parameters that were

available for learning. Input vectors are bilinearly weighted

in polar coordinates so that each vector contributes to mul-

tiple regions. As a last step, each of the final vectors from

the N pooling regions is normalized by the area of its sum-

mation region.

[S3] We used normalized Gaussian weighting functions

to sum input vectors over local pooling regions arranged on

a 3×3, 4×4 or 5×5 grid. The sizes of each Gaussian and the

positions of the grid samples were parameters that could be

learned. Figure 3 displays the symmetric 3×3 arrangement

with two position parameters and three Gaussian widths.

[S4] We tried the same approach as S3 but instead used

a polar arrangement of Gaussian pooling regions with 17 or

25 sample centers. Parameters were used to specify the ring

radii and the size of the Gaussian kernel associated with all

samples in each ring (Figure 3). The rotational phase angle

of the spatial positioning of middle ring samples was also a

parameter that could be learned.

4.4. Post Normalization (Nblock)

We use normalization to remove the descriptor depen-

dency on image contrast. We employ the SIFT style normal-

ization approach which involves range clipping descriptor

elements. This algorithm consists of three steps: (1) Nor-

malize to a unit vector, (2) clip all the elements of the vector

that are above a threshold κ by computing v′i = min(vi, κ),
and (3) re-normalize to a unit vector. This has the effect of

reducing the dynamic range of the descriptor. The value κ
was available for learning.

4.5. Reference Descriptors

We chose two descriptors to act as references for com-

parison purposes: the 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor and

normalized sum squared differences (NSSD). For SIFT,

there are three free parameters: the amount of Gaussian

smoothing to apply to the patch before computing gradi-

ents (we used σ = 2.7 pixels), the width of the descrip-

tor footprint (28.7 pixels), and the threshold to use during

descriptor normalization (κ = 0.154). These values were

obtained from our learning algorithm. For NSSD, we in-

cluded pre-smoothing with σ = 2.6 pixels and a centered

Gaussian windowing function with σ = 24.3 pixels also ob-

tained from learning to optimize performance as described

later.

5. Measuring Descriptor Performance

Once we have a candidate descriptor—constructed us-

ing a combination of the building blocks described above

and with a specific choice of parameter values—we eval-

uate its performance over one of our data sets consisting

of match and non-match pairs. For each pair we compute

the Euclidean distance between descriptor vectors and form

two histograms of this value for all true matching and non-

matching cases in the data set. A good descriptor minimizes

the amount of overlap of these histograms. We integrate the

two histograms to obtain an ROC curve which plots cor-

rectly detected matches as a fraction of all true matches

against incorrectly detected matches as a fraction of all true

non-matches. We compute the area under the ROC curve

as a good final score for descriptor performance and aim to

maximize this value. Other choices for quality measures are

possible depending on the application but we choose ROC

area as a robust and fairly generic measure in lieu of in-

specting the curves manually during optimization. In terms

of reporting our results on the test set, however, we choose



to indicate performance in terms of the percentage of false

matches present when 95% of all correct matches are de-

tected.

Various researchers have made use of the ratio test when

determining if two descriptors are a match or non-match

[3]. In this approach the distance from one descriptor to

its nearest neighbor in a database is compared to the dis-

tance to its second nearest neighbor and this ratio is used

as a similarity measure. This technique produces a boost in

performance at the cost of some complexity of implementa-

tion. In [11], Mikolajczyk and Schmid compare descriptors

with and without the ratio test and find that it does not sig-

nificantly change the order of descriptors ranking. We also

chose not to use the ratio test because it would significantly

complicate our process.

6. Learning Descriptor Parameters

Rather than using laborious hand-tuning to optimize pa-

rameters, we learned the most appropriate values by using

Powell’s multidimensional direction set method to maxi-

mize the ROC area. We initialized the optimization with

reasonable choices of parameters. We also introduced jitter

into the data set by pre-warping each patch using small ran-

dom similarity warps with position, rotation and scale stan-

dard deviations of 0.4 pixels, 11 degrees and 0.12 octaves

respectively.

Each ROC area measure was evaluated using one run

over the training data set. After each run we updated the

parameters and repeated the evaluation until the change in

ROC area was small. Once we had determined optimal pa-

rameters, we re-ran the evaluation over our testing data set

to obtain the final ROC curves and error rates.

7. Results for Interchanging T-blocks

Many combinations of computational blocks are possi-

ble. We chose to start our examination by studying the per-

formance of the all T-blocks in combination with two differ-

ent S-blocks. For all our results, we learned one parameter

for smoothing, one for T4 (when present), a number of pa-

rameters for the various S-blocks and one for normalization.

We first study T-blocks when k = 4 and the results are

shown in Figure 4, while selected ROC curves are in Fig-

ure 5. We first notice that the polar summation block, S2-17

(based on GLOH), always produces better results (lower er-

ror rates) than S1-16 (based on SIFT) and in some cases

the error rate is nearly halved. We shall see later that this

is due to log-polar summation and not due to the number

of descriptor dimensions being larger for S2-17 or because

it has more free parameters. From the ROC curves it can

be seen the T1a, T2a and T4 in combination with S2-17 all

perform better than SIFT (solid curve) with fewer descrip-

tor dimensions (68 instead of 128). Particularly interesting

S1-16 S2-17

T1a Gradient, 4 orientations

6.51 (64) 3.92 (68)

T2a Gradient, rectified into 4 bins

7.27 (64) 4.44 (68)

T3a 2nd order filter magnitude, 4 orientations

17.32 (64) 11.86 (68)

T3b 4th order filter magnitude, 4 orientations

17.80 (64) 14.50 (68)

T4 Rectified isotropic DoG filters

8.60 (64) 4.81 (68)

T7a Intensity values quantized at 4 levels

15.77 (64) 10.88 (68)

Figure 4. Error rates (%) at 95% detection for four dimensional T-

blocks (k = 4) in combination with S1-16 (SIFT-like) and S2-17

(GLOH-like) summation. Total descriptor dimensions are shown

in brackets.
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Figure 5. Selected ROC curves for the trained descriptors with four

dimensional T-blocks (k = 4). Those that perform better than

SIFT all make use of the S2 log-polar summation stage. See Ta-

ble 4 for details.

is that the T2a block which involves simple rectification of

the components of the gradient vector performs well with

low computational burden.

The rectified DoG filter approach that we used in T4

gives a good result. In contrast with other T-blocks, this

uses no orientation information but includes analysis at two

different spatial frequency bands. The learning algorithm

yields DoG center sizes which are separated by a factor of

around four which minimizes the overlap of the filters in the

frequency domain.

Surprisingly, second and fourth order steerable filters

give poor results when the magnitude of quadrature re-

sponses is used in a feature vector, but, as we shall see

shortly, if phase information is maintained then steerable

filters are very effective.

Figures 6 and 7 show the performance of T-blocks when



S1-16 S2-17

T1b Gradient, 8 orientations

5.50 (128) 3.43 (136)

T2b Gradient, rectified into 8 bins

6.74 (128) 3.71 (136)

T3c 2nd order filter magnitude, 8 orientations

16.91 (128) 11.74 (136)

T3d 4th order filter magnitude, 8 orientations

14.59 (128) 11.42 (136)

T7b Intensity values quantized at 8 levels

16.95 (128) 13.95 (136)

Figure 6. Error rates (%) at 95% detection for eight dimensional T-

blocks (k = 8) in combination with S1-16 (SIFT-like) and S2-17

(GLOH-like) summation. Total descriptor dimensions are shown

in brackets.
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Figure 7. Selected ROC curves for the trained descriptors with

eight dimensional T-blocks (k = 8). The simple gradient recti-

fication of T2b gives good results. See Table 6 for details.

their output vector has eight dimensions. Increasing the

number of feature dimensions reduces the error rate in all

cases except for T7. In fact for T7, increasing the dimen-

sions to 16 leads to even poorer performance. Since this

block is based on image intensities, it is likely that more

quantization levels leads to a greater dependence on inter-

patch brightness variations despite the bias-gain normaliza-

tion that we use.

Increasing the number of feature vector dimensions to

k = 16 produces the results in Figures 8 and 9. There is

once again an general increase in performance with, for ex-

ample, T1c-S2-17 (2.98%) improving to half the error rate

of SIFT (6.02%, Figure 13). Here we introduce a number

of other T-blocks. The 4 × 4 classifier (T6) performs quite

well. Haar wavelets on the other hand perform poorly. It

may be that some other way of using them beyond taking

the magnitude of coefficients could give different results.

The surprising additions here are the T3g and T3h blocks

which, rather than combining the outputs of steerable fil-

S1-16 S2-17

T1c Gradient, 16 orientations

4.75 (256) 2.98 (272)

T3e 2nd order filter magnitude, 16 orientations

16.95 (256) 11.50 (272)

T3f 4th order filter magnitude, 16 orientations

13.29 (256) 11.07 (272)

T3g 2nd order quadrature filters, 4 orientations

5.68 (256) 2.96 (272)

T3h 4th order quadrature filters, 4 orientations

4.31 (256) 2.44 (272)

T5 4 × 4 Haar wavelets (k = 15)

44.49 (240) 38.35 (255)

T6 4 × 4 classifier

8.35 (256) 5.51 (272)

T7c Intensity values quantized at 16 levels

18.25 (256) 15.25 (272)

Figure 8. Error rates (%) at 95% detection for sixteen dimensional

T-blocks (k = 16) in combination with S1-16 (SIFT-like) and

S2-17 (GLOH-like) summation. Total descriptor dimensions are

shown in brackets.
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Figure 9. Selected ROC curves for the trained descriptors with 16

dimensional T-blocks (k = 16). The best result was obtained with

T3h (fourth order quadrature steerable filters at four orientations).

See Tables 8 and 13 for details. T3h-S4-24 is described later.

ter quadrature pairs by taking the magnitude, instead keep

them separate by rectification into different vector elements

for positive and negative responses. This option on the T3

block produces extremely low error rates of around 2–3%.

This is despite having the same feature dimensionality and a

reduced number of orientation channels compared with T3e

and T3f.

Mikolajczyk and Schmid [11] reported poor results for

steerable filters, but it is important to note that here we are

using them in a different way, as a feature element which

is histogrammed, and not as a low dimensionality point de-

scriptor.



T1b gradient, 8 orientations

S1-9 SIFT 3 × 3 array 6.67 (72)

S1-16 SIFT 4 × 4 array 5.49 (128)

S1-25 SIFT 5 × 5 array 5.52 (200)

S2-3 GLOH, no angular segments 14.41 (24)

S2-9 GLOH, 4 angular segments 4.22 (72)

S2-17 GLOH, 8 angular segments 3.43 (136)

S3-9 3 × 3 Gaussian samples 5.46 (72)

S3-16 4 × 4 Gaussian samples 3.77 (128)

S3-25 5 × 5 Gaussian samples 3.46 (200)

S4-17 Center plus 2 rings of 8 samples 3.64 (136)

S4-25 Center plus 3 rings of 8 samples 3.20 (200)

Figure 10. Error rates (%) at 95% detection for different S-blocks

in combination with the T1b block. Total descriptor dimensions

are shown in brackets.
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Figure 11. Selected ROC curves for the trained descriptors using

8 gradient orientations (T1b, k = 8) but with different S-blocks.

The S2 (GLOH) footprint and all the highly parameterized S3 and

S4 summation blocks gave around the same performance. See Ta-

ble 10 for details.

All the descriptors with k = 16 and many others that

perform quite well have a high dimensionality and this may

be important to their performance. We have started prelim-

inary investigations into using PCA to reduce the number

of dimensions to give descriptor sizes which are more man-

ageable for database search.

8. Results for Interchanging S-blocks

Next we experiment with different S-blocks while keep-

ing the choice of T-block constant. We use the T1b gradi-

ent block with quantization to eight orientation bins as this

generally performs quite well. Figure 10 shows the results.

The main point here is that all the summation blocks (apart

from S2-3) for which their parametrization allows for an

approximately log-polar arrangement of histogram regions

give about the same results and their performance is supe-

S3-16 (4x4)S3-9 (3x3) S3-25 (5x5) S4-17 S4-25

Figure 12. Examples of learned configurations of summation re-

gions for the S3 and S4 blocks. These diagrams are to scale and

circles represent the size of the Gaussian weighting function at

each sample. The lattice positions and Gaussian sizes were initial-

ized to be uniform. From left to right, the number of free parame-

ters was 5, 7, 12, 6, and 9.

SIFT Reference 6.02 (128)

NSSD Reference 19.39 (4096)

T1b-S1-16 SIFT normalization 5.50 (128)

T1b-S1-16 Unit normalization 9.68 (128)

T3i-S1-16 2nd ord. quad. filter, 8 or. 6.55 (512)

T3i-S2-17 2nd ord. quad. filter, 8 or. 3.08 (544)

T3j-S1-16 4th ord. quad. filter, 8 or. 4.07 (512)

T3j-S2-17 4th ord. quad. filter, 8 or. 2.51 (544)

T3h-S4-25 4th ord. quad. filter, 4 or. 1.99 (400)

Figure 13. Error rates (%) at 95% detection for a variety of de-

scriptors. Total descriptor dimensions are shown in brackets.

rior to the fixed rectangular lattice imposed by S1. This can

be seen clearly from the convergence of the ROC curves

(Figure 11). We find that beyond a certain point, increasing

the number of samples N in the S-block does not result in

much reduction in error rate.

Even though S3 was originally designed to be a rectan-

gular lattice, we used a number of parameters to set the po-

sitions of the samples and the learning algorithm was able

to adjust these sample points into a better arrangement. This

is clearly shown in Figure 12 which details the configu-

ration of the S3 and S4 blocks after learning. The Gaus-

sian weighted point samples are adjusted by the algorithm

to conform to a more log-polar shape and the sizes of the

Gaussians increase with distance from the descriptor cen-

ter. In addition, the overlap between summation regions is

kept to a minimum. These results provide strong support

for the geometric blur approach of Berg et al. [2].

9. Additional Results

Figure 13 shows some additional results. We experi-

mented with turning off the thresholding during the post

normalization N-block. This had the effect of doubling the

error rate, and from inspection of the changing parameters

during the learning process it is apparent that a significant

boost is always obtained by judicious choice of the N-block

threshold parameter.

We tried increasing the number of orientation channels

for the T3 block with quadrature filters to eight k = 32.



The results were similar or perhaps slightly worse than the

situation with k = 16 (Figure 8) and at the cost of greatly

increasing the number of descriptor dimensions.

The best result of all was obtained by combining steer-

able filters with the polar plan of S4 to give T3h-S4-25. At

just under a 2% error rate, this is one third of the error rate

produced by SIFT at 95% correct matches. The ROC curve

for this descriptor is plotted on Figure 11. However the di-

mensionality is quite high at 400.

10. Discussion

We found that providing phase information is main-

tained in the feature vector, steerable filters worked remark-

ably well as local features along with log-polar summation.

Fourth order filters gave better performance than second or-

der filters. This may relate to their sharper orientation tun-

ing which could potentially lead to less correlation between

vector elements.

A number of questions remain that we wish to address in

future work: Since our initial patches were extracted around

SIFT DoG interest points, we might expect that the statis-

tics of the patches could bias our learning to give best re-

sults with only the SIFT DoG detector. We aim to evaluate

this by incorporating our descriptors into a matching system

for 3D reconstruction where detectors can be interchanged.

Another question concerns the relationship between patch

scale and detected interest point scale and we have not yet

addressed this although preliminary results show that good

results are obtained over a variety of scale ratios. Finally we

aim to carry out experiments with dimensionality reduction

to see if we can maintain good performance from the better

descriptors at reduced dimensions.

11. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have obtained a ground truth data

set of 3D matching patches that can be used to evaluate

prospective interest point descriptors. We have employed

automated learning as a method of parameter adjustment

and we have compared a number of candidate descriptors

and identified some with a performance that exceeds the

state of the art.
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